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House of Creed's  Aventus  for Her

 
By JEN KING

Fragrance marker House of Creed is proving that empowerment is an ingredient found in every woman through an
exclusive fragrance and charitable outreach effort.

House of Creed's "Empowered Elegance" campaign supports the perfumer's new scent, Aventus for Her, which has
been in development for the past three years. The male counterpart, Aventus, was introduced in 2010 and has
become the brand's most successful scent in its history, making the women's launch an important progression for
the Aventus fragrance line and House of Creed.

"Aventus launched in 2010 and is not only the number one selling scent at Neiman Marcus, but the best-selling scent
in the history of the brand," said Emmanuel Saujet, CEO of ICP, New York. "Both of these accolades are no small feat
for this exceptional creation by sixth generation master perfumer Olivier Creed in collaboration with his son Erwin
Creed.

"Aventus was inspired by the dramatic life of a historic emperor and celebrates strength, power and success," he
said. "Olivier always knew that he wanted to develop a scent that was as equally impactful as Aventus, but for our
female clientele.

"After three years of working tirelessly to complete the perfect accord, Aventus for Her was born and echoes the
strength, power, vision and success that the best-selling Aventus stands for."

International Cosmetics & Perfumes, Inc. (ICP) is the North American distributor of record for House of Creed.

Femme forte fragrances 
House of Creed sought to create a femme forte, or strong woman, fragrance with the introduction of Aventus for
Her.

Taking inspiration from history's most powerful women and those in modern times that have broken the
"metaphorical glass ceiling," House of Creed has created a scent for a female consumer who is "confident and
poised with an inner strength that radiates across all facets of her life."

Aventus for Her opens with notes of Egyptian green apple, pink berries, Indonesian patchouli and Italian bergamot.
Its middle notes include Bulgarian and Turkish roses, Indian sandalwood, styrax and musk and it finishes with a
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base of sweet peach, cassis, lilac, amber and ylang ylang.

"Aventus -- introduced in 2010 -- is  the most successful fragrance in the history of our family's legacy," said Olivier
Creed, sixth generation master perfumer for the House of Creed, in a statement. "It was incredibly important that
Aventus for Her be a sought-after and a true statement scent.

"The final composition was no small feat, as we worked tirelessly for three years to create a fragrance that emulates
women all over the world who are visionaries in their everyday lives," he said. "This was my compass of inspiration
when developing the fragrance."

To bring its fragrance concept to life and celebrate the new scent, House of Creed has pledged $25,000 to I Am That
Girl, a non-profit organization that works to empower, support and educate young girls through online and offline
programs and initiatives.

I Am That Girl boasts more than 180 local chapters and has an online community of nearly 1 million. The programs
executed by the organization strive to address the emotional, mental and physical well-being of girls and raise the
standards of how girls treat each other, themselves and the world.

To empower its consumers, House of Creed has launched the #EmpoweredElegance awareness campaign to
generate a conversation about female empowerment. House of Creed is encouraging its enthusiasts to visit
empoweredbycreed.com to share the ingredients that make her powerful.

When visiting the #EmpoweredElegance site, consumers can upload an image from a drive or Facebook or take a
selfie. Next, she selects an ingredient, such as magnetic and confident or charismatic and mesmerizing, which acts
as the image's filter.

Each of the five ingredient choices are visualized through flora used in the Aventus for Her scent.

House of Creed's user-generated #EmpoweredElegance

Bringing the effort to life further, co-founder of I Am That Girl, Alexis Jones, will host a number of events at House of
Creed counters at Neiman Marcus. During the in-store events, Ms. Jones will lead conversations about female
empowerment and inspiring future generations of women.

Neiman Marcus was selected as the host retailer for the events as the department store chain, as well as sister brand
Bergdorf Goodman, will have a one-year exclusive on the Aventus for Her scent beginning in August. Aventus for
Her will be available at House of Creed boutiques in July.

"Neiman Marcus has historically been an exclusive launch partner for the House of Creed," Mr. Saujet said. "It truly is
a destination for luxury brands and consumers seeking outstanding service coupled with the best selection of high-
end goods.

"Both Neiman Marcus and the House of Creed are synonymous with luxury, heritage and craftsmanship; three very
distinct elements that our clients seek out when purchasing fragrance," he said. "We worked closely with them to
develop a dynamic one-year exclusive program, which is rare in today's industry when it comes to fragrance.
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"Together, we have a robust launch plan that not only elevates the fragrance experience, but tells the story of this
beautiful new scent alongside the company's rich perfumery legacy."

Bottled in a decanter crafted by Pochet de Courval, a nearly 400-year old glassmaker, Aventus for Her is packaged in
white dove packaging. Aventus for Her also includes the perfumer's signature hand-stamped cap with the Creed
plume.

Aventus for Her by House of Creed

House of Creed's Aventus for Her is available in four bottle sizes ranging from 30ml to 500ml with a retail price of
$270 to $1,060.

Interactive anticipation
For new fragrance launches, brands commonly create digital efforts that drive social engagement or consumer
interaction. Doing so allows an abstract concept, such as the inspiration of a fragrance or the emotion meant to be
stirred by scent, to be easily translated and understood by the consumer.

For example, YSL Beauty bottled up the feeling of a contemporary, euphoric love affair free from convention with an
alluring campaign for its latest women's scent.

The launch campaign for Mon Paris drew from the French city's position as the place for lovers, inviting the viewer
to succumb and let a vertigo-inducing romantic tale take hold of them. Giving consumers a firsthand experience of
what this high-energy love feels like, YSL Beauty created a 360-degree video that depicts a race through Paris (see
story).

Also, French fashion house Givenchy encouraged consumers to "join the irresistible movement" by using the Live
Irrsistible photography application, made to promote the then-new scent of the same name.

Housed on Facebook, the Live Irrsistible photo app allowed a user to "let [her] happiness shine." First, the user
selects an image from her Facebook or Instagram account or uploads a photo from Givenchy's gallery or her device.

The Givenchy gallery includes behind-the-scene images of Ms. Seyfried's Live Irrsistible campaign, and the final
edit shot in a Paris apartment. When an image is selected, the next step asks the user to choose a playful or
inspirational text block to add to the photo (see story).

Empowerment efforts allow brands to display their internal culture, rather than relying on the wares sold to make an
impact on consumers.

"Since this was such a major launch for the brand, we wanted it to have a meaningful impact. Building on the
Aventus for Her inspiration, The House of Creed will donate $25,000 to I Am That Girl, a non-profit organization with
over 180 local chapters and an online community of over 900,000 strong," Mr. Saujet said.

"This is the first time we've done a charitable partnership at this level," he said. "We felt the organization's credo to
empower, support and educate an engaged and growing community of girls from across the globe would help make
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a statement through scent.

"There is nothing is more elegant that empowering the next generation of women which is why we wanted to do so
with Aventus for Her. To help make the conversation viral, Creed loyalists can raise awareness by participating in
the new #EmpoweredElegance campaign at time of launch."
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